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The Office
By benandsebastian
The Office is a bureau designed specifically for the Museum of Nothing, which is an ongoing work by
benandsebastian. The bureau is constructed as a place of work and also as an incomplete system of thinking.
Like other parts of the Museum of Nothing, its potential lies in what is projected into it: the promise of ideas
that might fill its empty frames and vacant spaces. A source of inspiration for the piece is the following
paragraph by the Danish existential philosopher Søren Kierkegaard:
A thinker erects an immense building, a system, a system which embraces the whole of existence and world
history etc. – and if we contemplate his personal life, we discover to our astonishment this terrible and
ludicrous fact, that he himself personally does not live in this immense high-vaulted palace, but in a barn
alongside it, or in a dog kennel, or at the most a porter’s lodge. If one were to take the liberty of calling his
attention to this by a single word, he would be offended. For he has no fear of being under a delusion, if only
he can get the system completed – by means of the delusion.
Materials
Teak, brass, leather, rubber, felt, ceramic
Dimensions
70 x 90 x 150 cm
benandsebastian
Ben Clement, b. 1981, British artist
Sebastian de la Cour, b. 1980, Danish artist
Together, Ben Clement and Sebastian de la Cour form the artists’ duo benandsebastian. Their works explore
the meaning embedded in spaces and objects under conditions of absence. Their intricate and highly crafted
installations have inbuilt gaps and are often on the verge of collapse. Whether taking the form of
architectural fragments, mechanical theatres or living artefacts, their works address the idea of a body that is
incomplete and vying with its own phantoms.

With their emphasis on ideas and philosophical content, benandsebastian do not limit themselves to a
specific medium but draw on a wide and diverse range of materials, from wood to concrete , living plants
and animals and from mirror glass to dust. Rather than making claims to be inventing anything new, they
incorporate a rich fabric of cultural and historical references in a process driven by mimicry, adaptation and
mutation.

CV
2006: MA from University College London.
Selected grants and honours
2012: Honorary grant from Niels Wessel Bagges Kunstfond
2011: Walk the Plank Award
2009: Three-year working grant from the Danish Arts Foundation
Selected exhibitions
2015: GIBCA – Gothenburg International Biennial for Contemporary Art, Göteborgs Konsthall
2012: Treffpunkt Berlin, Arken Museum of Contemporary Art
2011-2013: Solo exhibition: Phantom Limbs, Designmuseum Danmark, Copenhagen and TRAPHOLT –
Museum of Modern Art, Applied Art, Design and Architecture, Kolding
Collections
TRAPHOLT – Museum of Modern Art, Applied Art, Design and Architecture, ‘2078 Fifth Avenue’
Fritz Hansen, ‘City of the (Re)orientated’
Website
www.benandsebastian.com

Heavy Stack (Extrude)
By Maria Bruun & Anne Dorthe Vester
Heavy Stack is an experimental series of objects that explores the potentials of form, materials and aesthetics.
The objects are made of hollow extruded ceramic rings stacked on top of each other, almost like bricks,
around a load-bearing oak construction. The main structural inspiration came from architectural principles
and structures, while the materials and the finish point more to furniture making and crafts. Thus, function is
not the goal here but instead served as a source of inspiration for form, construction and materials.
The production process combines elements from industrial production and crafts: The ceramic rings were
made on a brickworks extrusion machine fitted with a special nozzle, while the resulting tubes were shaped
into circular or oval rings by hand. The series is part of the duo’s ongoing exploration of the potentials of
ceramic elements as a structural component in furniture, combined in this case with a new-found fascination
with the process and potentials of extrusion.
Materials
Stoneware, oak, brass

Dimensions
Object #1: H 480 x W 480 x D 400 cm
Object #2: H 940 x W x 480 D 480 cm
Object #3: H 520 x W 1200 x D 630 cm

Maria Bruun & Anne Dorthe Vester
Anne Dorthe Vester: Danish architect MAA, b. 1984
Maria Bruun: Danish designer, b. 1984
Maria Bruun and Anne Dorthe Vester’s collaboration emerged from a shared fascination with the field that
emerges at the intersection of furniture, architecture and art. Their working process typically takes its point
of departure in form, aesthetics and materials in a creative space that is not constrained by functional
concerns. In most cases, form precedes function in their work, and they often stop the process before moving
into the functional realm or at a point where function has only a minimal presence. Later, these purely
experimental projects may give rise to other projects with a more functional agenda.
Their experimental objects engage and challenge the beholder, examine notions of form and function and
question conventional perceptions of furniture and space. Their respective backgrounds within architecture
and design provide a continuous source of mutual inspiration and new knowledge. The architectural
sensibility may be felt in the structural features and spatial impact of their objects, while the choice of
materials – mainly stoneware, oak and brass – and the exquisite detailing and tactile finishes may point to the
domain of furniture design. When these influences come together, however, the result is a fusion of
perceptions, approaches and experiences that leads to something entirely new.

CV
2013: Maria Bruun & Anne Dorthe Vester establish collaboration
2012: Anne Dorthe Vester graduated as architect from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of
Architecture; Maria Bruun graduated as designer from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of
Design
Selected collaborations
Paustian, Etage Projects, Pamono
Selected grants and honours
2015: Membership of the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, the Society of Artists
2015: Working grant, Danish Arts Foundation
2015: National solo award, Spring Exhibition, Kunsthal Charlottenborg
Selected exhibitions
2016: ‘Fragment’, solo exhibition at the Spring Exhibition at Kunsthal Charlottenborg, Copenhagen
2015: ‘Hjemlighed’ (Homeliness), group exhibition, Biennale for Craft and Design, Copenhagen
2014: ‘Objects of Use’, solo exhibition, Etage Projects, Copenhagen
Website
www.annedorthevester.com
www.mariabruun.com

Tension
By Christina Schou Christensen
The dishes in the Tension series explore the surface tension of glaze as it interacts with the properties of the
stoneware clay, the shape of the dish, the intense heat in the kiln and, not least, gravity. The precise outcome
of the process thus depends on a variety of factors, including the amount and viscosity of the glaze itself.
Variations in these factors determine whether the glaze will slide off the ceramic surface, creating new forms
without the maker’s touch, or whether it binds to the clay, forming thick ripples and waves, as it is pulled this
way and that.
These experiments with the surface tension of glaze follow as a natural next step after Christina Schou
Christensen’s earlier projects where she experimented with the viscosity of glaze. She carefully shapes and
determines factors that she expects will lead to a given expression, but in true experimental fashion, the
actual expression is determined out of reach, behind locked doors in the hot inferno of the kiln. As a
framework for the surprising and radical shapes that sometimes emerge, she uses the familiar form of the
dish, which we recognize from traditional ceramics.
Materials
Stoneware and glaze
Dimensions
Varying dimensions from Ø 8 cm to Ø 45 cm
Christina Schou Christensen
Danish ceramicist, b. 1973
Christina Schou Christensen generally views her works as experiments. She explores a field that is hard to
control, and where the outcome is difficult, if not impossible, to predict. She sets certain parameters for the
unfolding of the materials, but the process and the interactions among the materials are crucial for the
outcome. In traditional serial production, the ceramicist’s emphasis is on controlling the process and
minimizing the accidents that almost inevitably occur in the kiln from time to time, such as objects cracking
or falling over or glaze failing to bind to the clay. In Christina Schou Christensen’s work, these ’disasters’
are desirable outcomes that point the way to new possibilities and expression.
Glaze in particular is a key focus of her work. Traditionally, ceramic glaze is used to make utilitarian objects
user-friendly and durable. But when exposed to the highest temperatures in the kiln, glaze is in fact liquid
glass with unique properties and potentials. In Christina Schou Christensen’s work, glaze is not merely a
coating that affects the colour and texture of a piece but an equal form element in its own right, capable of
radically altering the form of the object.

CV
2011: Ceramicst, The Danish Design School, Bornholm (now Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School
of Design)
Selected grants and honours
2012, 2013, 2014: working grants from the Danish Arts Foundation
2013: Annie & Otto Johs. Detlefs travel grant

2012: Solo Award, Spring Exhibition Charlottenborg, Copenhagen
Selected exhibitions
2015: ‘Fetishism: Obsessions in Fashion & Design’, Trapholt, Kolding, Denmark
2015: ‘Crafted: Objects of Flux’, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
2013: ‘Danish Design at the House. 40th anniversary of The Opera House’, Sydney
Selected collections
2012: Kunstforeningen af 14. august
2011: Danish Arts Foundation
Website
www.christinaschouchristensen.dk

Deal with it
By Rosa Tolnov Clausen
Deal with it is a tangible visualization of Rosa Tolnov Clausen’s overall method and design vision. A key
focus in this process is the intersection between the carefully planned and the unpredicted, the results that
emerge when systematic and analytical approaches are subjected to random factors and events. For this
project, Rosa Tolnov Clausen defined five design parameters – basic weave, decoration, base colour(s),
decoration colour(s) and composition – which she then combined with yarn in fifteen preselected colours in a
randomized process.
The random selection process compelled her to use combinations of colours, patterns and techniques she
might not otherwise have picked. By disrupting and tripping up her systematic working process, this element
of chance brought out new and unexpected results by forcing Rosa Tolnov Clausen to deal with it and
explore new solutions and expressions. As a further challenge to her creative process, she used a basic
handloom, which only allows for a fairly limited set of variations, thus further highlighting the expressive
role of basic elements such as colours and yarn quality.
Materials
Wool
Dimensions
Five woven textiles, each approximately 60 x 200 cm
Colours
1) Red, pink, mint, pale grey, yellow, light violet, white
2) Black, grey
3) Black, violet, blue
4) Orange, pale yellow, rust
5) Red, pink, mint, pale grey, yellow, light violet, black, grey, violet, blue, orange, pale yellow, rust
Rosa Tolnov Clausen
Danish textile designer and weaver, b. 1985

In an analytical and systematic working process driven by experimentation and exploration, Rosa Tolnov
Clausen tests new materials, methods and tools with the goal of arriving at new and unexpected aesthetic
qualities, surprising partnerships and products with novel functional features. When a weave is taken off the
loom, she is often intrigued to see the back, which has remained hidden until then, and which represents the
wild, unplanned side of an otherwise carefully planned and rational process. In her creative work, she
focuses on Nordic weaving traditions and takes them into a contemporary context, exploring what happens at
the intersection of the conceptual core of a project and traditional techniques. Many of her projects have a
strong social component, where weaving is used as a tool for people to engage with, learn about and relate to
textile in interactive, aesthetic and tactile processes.

CV
2013: Graduated from Design School Kolding
2013: Taught the weaving workshop ‘Everything I know about Kasuri’, Kyoto
2013: Kasuri weaving course, Kawashima Textile School, Kyoto
2012: Studies at Aalto University, Helsinki
2009: Studies at Berlin Weissensee School of Art
Selected collaborations
2013 to date: Collaboration with ‘BlindesArbejde’, workshop production for blind and partially sighted
workers
Selected grants and honours
2015, 2014: Danish Arts Foundation
2015: Nomination: Formex Nova, Nordic Designer of the Year, Stockholm
2013: Grosserer L.F. Foghts Fond
Selected exhibitions
2015: ‘InsideOut’, Mindcraft15, FuoriSalone, Milan
2014: ‘Can a Room be a Loom?’, FuroriSalone, Milan
2014: ‘Danish Crafts Collection18’, Danish Arts Foundation and Danish Agency for Culture (now Danish
Agency for Culture and Palaces)
Selected collections:
2015: Danish Arts Foundation, ‘InsideOut’
Website
www.rosatolnovclausen.com

I New It
By Freya Dalsjø
What exactly defines something as a garment? Fashion designers are faced with certain constraints, some
defined by the human body, some based on unwritten but time-honoured traditions and cultural expectations.
I New It takes all the usual elements that make up a garment – buttons, sleeves, fastenings, collar, cuffs – and
puts them together in a way that is not constrained by the proportions of the body. Unconstrained, the

process can now lead to innovative shapes and unconventional material combinations in a piece where
intricate embroideries add a soft note to an angular and unconventional expression.
I New It explores what happens when the traditional approach is turned around, emphasizing process over
outcome and testing the ability of the body to adapt to the framework of the design. Instead of a linear design
process that follows a given method or a set of rules, Freya Dalsjø explores how designers can change the
design process to give themselves the freedom to experiment.
Materials
Mink fur, linen, polyester thread, silk
Freya Dalsjø
Danish designer, b. 1989
Freya Dalsjø launched her own fashion brand in 2012 with a debut collection that was selected to open the
Copenhagen Fashion Week that year. She likes to examine and push the boundaries of materials, aesthetics
and the human body, challenging both physical constraints and social constructs. Focusing mainly on fur,
silk and wool, she uses these classic and exclusive materials in irreverent and unorthodox colour and material
combinations. She brings classic craft domains such as fur, knitting and embroidery into a modern context in
products that are both functionally and aesthetically relevant to a contemporary audience. In addition to her
fashion designs, she also has a hands-on involvement in stage design, sound and photography in connection
with her fashion shows.

CV
2012 to date: Creative director and founder of Freya Dalsjø
2011: Graduated as a fashion designer from the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp
Selected collaborations
Kopenhagen Fur (six seasons)
Fashion shows during the Copenhagen Fashion week (nine seasons)
Selected grants and honours
2015: Designer of the Year, Elle Style Awards
2015: Nominated for the Woolmark Prize, Antwerp
2015: Three separate grants from the Danish Arts Foundation
Selected exhibitions
2015: ‘Danish Fashion Now’, Brandts, Odense, Denmark
2015: ‘Fur - An Issue of Life and death’, National Museum of Denmark
2013: ‘Fashion Scandinavia’, Somerset House, London
Website
www.freyadalsjo.com

Undecided Impressions
By Dark Matters
Undecided Impressions was inspired by the perceptual process that unfolds in our minds, as we observe the
world around us and take in new sensory impressions. In this mental and emotional process, colours, forms
and expression create thousands of combinations in our mind, some fleeting and elusive, while others stand
out and leave a lasting impression. On an individual basis, we discard most of these patterns or combinations
while choosing to latch on to a few and stow them away in our minds for future reference. This selection
process is largely subconscious, and each choice influences our future choices and mental processes.
The visual installation was developed in a complementary process with Irv Johnson’s musical installation,
‘... after’. The animation is projected on horizontal displays that are lined up on the floor and tilted at
different angles. On the displays, digital animation represents a non-linear visualization of the many
fragments and details we take in all the time. Together, these fragments form the swirling and often chaotic
pattern of impressions we deal with and are shaped by every waking moment of every day.
Materials
Digital animation, monitors
Dark Matters
Visual studio for space, time and light, founded 2010
Dark Matters operates at the intersection of architecture, scenography, design and art, creating narrative
worlds and experiences that invite the audience to think and feel in equal measure. The studio aims to
include as many past and future impressions as possible to create physical or digital universes that engage
and activate the audience. Across different media, the studio conjures up original and surprising worlds that
challenge conventions and expectations for the given medium, always with a focus on conceptual content
and a strong artistic aesthetic.
Selected collaborations
Copenhagen Phil & Max Richter, Nikolaj Kunsthal – Copenhagen Contemporary Art Centre, Danish Castle
Centre, Den Sorte Skole, Bang & Olufsen
Selected grants and honours
2015: Artbeat, Special Award for ‘The Doghouse’
2014: Reflect d’Or for ‘The Doghouse’, Geneva International Film Festival Tous Ecrans
2014: Third place in the category Art Vision Modern, Circle of Light Moscow International Festival
Selected exhibitions
2015: ‘Qualia’ at ‘Nature Encounters’, J.F. Willumsen Museum, Frederikssund, Denmark
2015: ‘Blackout’, Nikolaj Kunsthal, Copenhagen
2014: ‘The dog house’, Nikolaj Kunsthal – Copenhagen Contemporary Art Centre
Website
www.darkmatters.dk

Hanabi #1, #2, #3
Out of My Mind
Cosmos
By Yuki Ferdinandsen
The pattern on the three Hanabi (‘fireworks’) dishes bursts out from the still centre of the silver disc. The
number of dots remains the same throughout the disc, but they vary in size and gradually move farther apart.
The effect creates the impression of a sudden release of energy, like an explosion radiating out from the
centre. In Cosmos, the pattern suggests a similarly powerful release of energy. Here, the release results in a
galaxy formation, as the gravitational centre slings hundreds of fragments into space in a spiralling motion.
‘Out of my Mind’ repeats the explosive effect of the Hanabi dishes. Here, though, the energy appears to have
been trapped inside the vessel, tearing a slightly jagged hole in the centre as it burst free.
In stark contrast to these explosive images, the patterns are created in a painstaking and almost hypnotic
process. The objects are hand-raised using a hammer with a chased surface, which produces the delicately
textured surface. The meticulously planned decorative pattern is created using the ancient Japanese artisanal
technique ‘arare’. Arare is Japanese for ‘hail’ and refers to the tiny bumps, which are individually hammered
out. Each ‘hail’ receives about twenty hammer blows, which gives the raised dots their highly polished shine.
The semi-matt moon-white surface of the lighter pieces is the result of an acid bath.
Materials
925s Sterling silver
Dimensions
Hanabi #1: Ø 50 cm
Hanabi #2: Ø 45 cm
Hanabi #3: Ø 40 cm
Out of my Mind: Ø 49.5 cm H 10.5 cm
Cosmos: L 36.5 cm W 31.5 cm H 13 cm
Colours
Silver, 925s and (Hanabi #2) oxidized silver, 925s
Yuki Ferdinandsen
Japanese silversmith and metal chaser, b. 1958
Yuki Ferdinansen combines her Japanese background and training with her experiences from living in
Denmark. In her own words, she now sees Japan through a Danish filter. In her work, she brings these vastly
different cultures together, allowing them to rearrange themselves naturally. She works in silver, using the
ancient Japanese arare technique in objects that draw on inspiration from nature and influences from Danish
modern design. Another source of inspiration to her is the properties of silver: its simultaneously hot and
cold glow. The durability and solidity, which can be made malleable and flexible with the right techniques
and plenty of patience. The weight, which seems to be suspended in objects with an almost floating
character. To Yuki Ferdinandsen, the lengthy process with the thousands of hammer blows is a rhythmic
dance that never gets tiring.

CV
2002-6, 2014: Silversmith and metal chaser at Georg Jensen
1999: Graduated from the Institute for Precious Metals, Copenhagen
1998: Studies in Japan
1982- 87: Kanazawa Industrial Art, Kyoto
1981-82 and 1993-97: Tsuibu Metal Art School, Kyoto
1979: Designer at Juraku Kimono Company, Kyoto
1979: Graduated from Saga Junior College
Selected grants and honours
2015: Schoonhoven Silver Award, the Netherlands
2013, 2010: HAMMERCLUB Awards, 1st prize
2012: Karl Gustav Hansen Prize
Selected exhibitions
2012, 2001: 2nd and 8th Cheongju International Craft Biennales, Korea
2015, 2009: ‘Collect’, Saatchi Gallery, London
2007, 2003: Embassy of Japan, Cultural Centre, Copenhagen
Selected collections
2015: Nationalmuseum, Stockholm
2013: National Museum of Decorative Arts and Design, Trondheim, Norway
2009: Designmuseum Danmark, Copenhagen
Website
www.arare.dk
www.montan.dk

MIFTAH
By Halstrøm-Odgaard
A mattress is the one piece of furniture we really need. The universal basis of comfort, rest and homeliness,
regardless of status and culture. The name, miftah, is Arabic for key: a physical key to a door or a home as
well as a figurative key to something new. In a comment on the current refugee situation in Europe,
Halstrøm-Odgaard chose the name with the aim of sparking associations to an open door that leads to safety,
a new country, culture or home and new solutions. The small pillow doubles as an extra chair when you
welcome a guest or share your home with someone else.
The textile was hand-woven at the duo’s own workshop to pay tribute to this humble piece of furniture in a
weave inspired by traditional Danish peasant techniques. The three-ply woollen yarn was designed to create
a monotone surface from a distance and a random and intriguing pattern up close. At one end of the pillow
and mattress, variations in the shape and weave add a graphic detail to the design.
Materials
Icelandic wool, cotton, foam

Dimensions
Mattress 80 x 120 cm; pillow 55 x 55 cm
Halstrøm-Odgaard
Chris Liljenberg Halstrøm: Danish furniture designer, b. 1977
Margrethe Odgaard: Danish textile designer, b. 1978
The design duo Halstrøm-Odgaard was formed in 2014. Their primary materials are wood, steel and textile,
but they also work in other materials, depending on the task at hand. An important aspect of their working
process is an interest in the interactions and potential of form, colours and patterns, and their work often
explores the capability of patterns and colours to suggest form and, conversely, the capability of form to
suggest patterns. Their no-frills objects often consist of simple forms with colour schemes that the user can
combine in a variety of ways to modify the function or overall expression.

CV
Chris Liljenberg Halstrøm
2007: Graduated from The Danish Design School (now Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of
Design)
Margrethe Odgaard
2005: Graduated from The Danish Design School (now Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of
Design)
Selected collaborations
Skagerak
Selected grants and honours
2014: Danish Arts Foundation
2014: Danmarks Nationalbank’s Anniversary Foundation of 1968
2014: L.F. Foghts Fond
Selected exhibitions
2016: DesignMarch16, Reykjavik, Iceland
2014: solo exhibition, ‘Included Middle’, Superobjekt Galleri, Copenhagen
2014: ‘Dine Drink Danish Design’, pop-up exhibition, Designmuseum Danmark
Website
www.halstrom-odgaard.com

Primal Pottery Project
By Ole Jensen
In Ole Jensen’s creative interpretation, the theme of this year’s exhibition – In My Mind Craft –
simultaneously engages mind and intellect, body, material and object. In his hands, the theme has found an
expression in shared human symbols, signs and references with inspiration from early pottery. The resulting
objects are made in red clay, and on his potter’s wheel, new and surprising expressions have been allowed to

take form in the moment. In original cultures, utilitarian objects are often perceived and depicted as a body
or a head, complete with ears, feet or legs. As animated beings. In this series, Ole Jensen has returned to
these early roots of ceramics, rediscovering and giving life to a set of primal forms that almost seem to draw
breath – ready to reach out and find their place in our surroundings.
Materials
Red clay
Dimensions
From approximately H/L/W 30 x 40 x 30 cm to approximately 70 x 40 x 40 cm
Colours
Reddish orange
Ole Jensen
Danish ceramicist and designer, b. 1958
Although clay is Ole Jensen’s primary material, he also works in a variety of other materials, depending on
the task at hand, including rubber, wood and brass. His working process is generally analogue and hands-on
with a clear focus on the function and usage context of the product. Most of his designs draw their
inspiration from everyday objects and functions that call for a simpler, better, more self-explanatory or more
aesthetically pleasing solution. Sometimes, the source of inspiration might be a particular word, an
assignment from a client, a theme or the properties and behaviour of the material itself. Over time, his
designs have covered a wide range of expressions and materials, but a consistent feature is his emphasis on
transforming everyday phenomena to be able to present them in a radically new light.

CV
1985-1989: Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen
1981-1985: The Kolding College of Danish Design (now Design School Kolding)
Selected collaborations
Royal Copenhagen, Normann Copenhagen, Muuto, Louis Poulsen and Room Copenhagen
Selected grants and honours
2009: Honorary Grant from the Danish Arts Foundation
2006: Torsten and Wanja Söderberg Prize, Sweden
2004: The Thorvald Bindesbøll Medal from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
Selected exhibitions
2012: ‘Form and Imagination’ (with Louise Birch), Ann Linnemann Gallery, Copenhagen
2008, 2009, 2015: Mindcraft, Milan
2006: Retrospective solo exhibition, Röhsska Museum, Gothenburg, Sweden
Selected collections
Designmuseum Danmark
Victoria and Albert Museum, London
Röhsska Museum, Gothenburg

Website
www.olejensendesign.com

... after
By Irv Johnson Music
... after is a musical interpretation of this year’s main theme, In My Mind Craft. The music is present
throughout the exhibition, framing and reflecting its overall theme and appealing to the subconscious
perspective. Rather than being a static composition that is simply looped to achieve a continuous, the music
consists of several layers or sequences that are interwoven in a randomized process. Although the music is
imbued with specific emotions, these should merely be experienced as suggestions, allowing for the much
wider consideration that is implied by the theme. The composition represents an unfettered stream of
consciousness and was developed in a complementary process with another contribution, Dark Matters’
digital installation ‘Undecided Impressions’. Like Undecided impressions, ... after builds on the idea of the
interactions in our mind between the multi-sensory impressions we take in and between these impressions
and our inner thoughts, moods, feelings, experiences and sensations.
Irv Johnson Music
Music studio, founded 2010
The founder of Irv Johnson Music, composer and producer Irv Johnson, has created original music for a wide
range of projects in the fields of television, film, stage productions and advertising. Most of his work is
created for storytelling projects, where the role of music is to support the narrative. He uses both acoustic
and digital instruments and draws inspiration from the emotional content, the story and the words. In these
narrative projects, he views music as a partner with the role of providing the emotional narrative in a way
that supports the storytelling without overpowering it.

CV
2010 to date: Irv Johnson Music, freelance music composer working in all media including, film television,
theatre etc.
2000: Co-founder of Chameleon SounDesign LLC, New York City (original music for corporate and private
clients)
Studies in music composition and computer science at Hiram College, Ohio
Selected collaborations
2015: Mindcraft 2015, original music
2011: Sommerballet, Bellevue Theatre
Website
www.irvjohnsonmusic.com

Winter Series
By Marianne Krumbach
What are the concrete markers of a winter mood? What is it about a scene or an image that immediately
gives away the season? The objects in Winter Series capture small and seemingly insignificant motifs from
nature, which on closer inspection prove to be essential sources of a winter mood. This may be due to their
colour scheme (cool notes, black white, brown, dark blue), their motif (naked branches, dead leaves) or their
mood (stillness, death). In highlighting these minor motifs, Winter Series explores the idea that true
significance may be found by dwelling on and paying attention to the seemingly insignificant.
Materials
Glazed stoneware
Dimensions
Varying sizes, H max 40 cm, W max 30 cm
Colours
White, black, dark blue, earth tones
Marianne Krumbach
Danish ceramicist, b. 1970
Marianne Krumbach describes herself as an interpreter of moods. She finds inspiration in everyday life,
mainly in nature but also in mundane objects like kitchen utensils or matches. What captures her interest is
not the object as such but rather our notion or perception of it. The meanings we imbue our surroundings
with. When she recreates an object in clay, she aims to bring out something that goes beyond the form itself
– a certain mood or an inherent story that might intrigue and capture the imagination of the beholder.
Working mainly in stoneware or porcelain, she aims for a vibrant and immediate expression that is open to
interpretation.

CV
1996-2001: Design School Kolding, Department for Ceramics and Glass
1991-1994: University of Copenhagen, BA in Danish and art history
Selected grants and honours
2015: Working grant, Danish Arts Foundation
2013: Working grant, Danmarks Nationalbank’s Anniversary Foundation of 1968
2011: Prize, Danish Arts Foundation
Selected exhibitions
2014: ‘Ud og Hjem’ (with Karen Harsbo), Copenhagen Ceramics
2013: ‘Pynt’ (Decoration), Officinet, Copenhagen
2011: ‘New Nordic Narratives’, CLAY Museum of Ceramic Art Denmark
Website
www.mariannekrumbach.dk

Breathe
By Akiko Kuwahata
Breathe is a chest of drawers with a glass panel decorated with a frosted pattern of slanting stripes. A similar
pattern has been cut into the sides of the wooden drawers but angled in the opposite direction. When a
drawer is pulled out, this decorative device creates a fascinating visual dance, as the stripes move towards
and past each other, flickering in and out of contact. This interactive dance is created not just by the pattern
in the wood and glass but also by outside factors including the light in the room and, not least, the person
pulling the drawer. Akiko Kuwahata’s inspiration for this device came from her reflections on the creative
process itself. This process relies on a multitude of sources, including the maker’s own ideas and experiences
as well as influences from the outside world: other people, natural phenomena, art, books etc. All these
experiences are combined and transformed in the creative process, just as the expression of Breathe is
transformed when it is set in motion by a human hand.
Akiko Kuwahata created Breathe in close cooperation with the Danish cabinetmaker Ken Winther, who
works at PP Møbler.
Materials
Maple, glass
Dimensions
L 100 x W 27.5 x H 106 cm
Akiko Kuwahata
Japanese designer and cabinetmaker, b. 1976
Akiko Kuwahata is a trained cabinetmaker and has chosen wood as her primary material. She draws
inspiration from traditional Japanese craft methods and Scandinavian design and works in an up-close,
hands-on approach to arrive at the perfect form for the task at hand. Apart from functional considerations,
her work is also driven by a clear focus on sensuous qualities and the ambition of creating something that
appeals as much to our sense of touch as it does to the eye.

CV
2009 to date: Independent design and production firm ‘AKIKO’
2009: Traineeship with designer Cecilie Manz
2005: Traineeship at RKDO (Raunkjær Kærgård Design Office)
2004: Studied furniture and interior design at Aarhus School of Architecture
1999-2003: Worked as a cabinetmaker at Hinoki Kogei Co. Ltd., Japan
1999: Studied living space design at College of Art Nihon University, Japan
Selected collaborations
2014 to date: Collaboration with Galerie Maria Wettergren, Paris
2013: Won statuette competition for Odense International Film Festival
Selected grants and honours
2011: Danmarks Nationalbank’s Anniversary Foundation of 1968
2011: Grosserer L.F. Foghts Fond

Selected exhibitions
2015: MINDCRAFT15, Danish Agency for Culture (now Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces), Milan
2015: STiTCH table and chair presented at THE SALON ART + DESIGN, New York
2011: ‘Women Work in Wood’, Walford Mill Crafts and London Metropolitan University
Website www.akikokenmade.dk

Sølvgade Chair
By Cecilie Manz
The path to the crisp, clear, calm vision that becomes the finished design often winds its way through entire
forests of doubt and chaos. Discarded details, a waste heap of ideas, doubts, clarity, doubts – selection and
rejection. The space among the growing piles of model foam, dust, cardboard, pins, wood and coffee forms a
surprisingly productive space for creative and conceptual thinking. Sometimes it takes an entire hay stack to
produce a single needle.
Materials
Solid Oregon pine
Dimensions
H 70 x W 40 x D 45 cm
Cecilie Manz
Danish furniture designer, b. 1972
Cecilie Manz engages in many different fields within design, from craft-based one-off productions to
industrial design. Her choice of materials covers a similarly broad field, from wood, metal, glass and
porcelain to electronics and textile. Her working process always begins from scratch, with a blank sheet of
paper and a clear focus on functional requirements and possibilities. From this point of departure, the process
unfolds with repeated sketching and modelling, as features and form are added. In the final stretch, the form
is pared down and simplified to arrive at the essence, always in her characteristic crisp and clean expression.
Her designs are often inspired by everyday situations, but she also draws inspiration from the assignment
itself and the working process: materials, research, experimentation and the dialogue with the manufacturer.

CV
1998 to date: Own studio in Copenhagen
1997: Graduated from The Danish Design School (now Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of
Design)
1995: Studies at University of Art and Design, Helsinki, Finland
Selected collaborations
Fritz Hansen, Muuto, Bang & Olufsen, Japan Creative, Iittala
Selected grants and honours
2014: Crown Prince Couple’s Cultural Award

2009: Bruno Mathsson Prize
2007: Finn Juhl Prize
Selected exhibitions
2012: Fiskars Village, Finland
2004: Issey Miyake Design Studio Gallery, Tokyo
2001: The Third design For Architecture Symposium, Jyväskylä, Finland
Website
www.ceciliemanz.com

Denmark on my Mind
By Nicholas Nybro
Denmark on my Mind is a celebration of light as the defiant contrast to a dark background. In response to a
feeling that fear and alienation is affecting the political climate and changing the Denmark he knows,
Nicholas Nybro chooses to embrace his Danish identity and celebrate the qualities he is proud of. In the two
pieces that make up Denmark on my Mind, this is represented by a symbolic celebration of idyllic summer
evenings in Denmark where the light gradually shimmers and fades but never quite gives way to darkness.
The two pieces transform the body’s silhouette, as dress and body fuse into one and are transformed into a
sculpture. The main material is raffia, which is sewn onto the fabric in dense rows and subsequently cut into
shape, like a hairdresser working on a hairdo. The raffia is combined with striped cotton fabric, reminiscent
of traditional peasant shirts. In combination with the sculpted raffia, the overall effect sparks associations to
fragrant hay, harvest time and idyllic summer.
Materials
Raffia, cotton
Nicholas Nybro
Danish fashion designer, b. 1981
Fashion designer Nicholas Nybro’s creative universe is colourful and expressive with an emphasis on form
and volume. He often finds inspiration in fairy tales and stories, sometimes turning to his favourite stories by
Hans Christian Andersen or other storytellers and sometimes making up his own. Whether he is working on
a fashion collection, costumes for a stage production or, as in ‘Denmark on my Mind’, on singular sculpted
silhouettes, his designs are always driven by the narrative element.

CV
2011: Own brand NICHOLAS NYBRO with two annual collections, fashion shows and costume design
2010-2010: designer at Moonspoon Saloon
2009: Graduated from Kolding Design School, Fashion Design
2008: Teacher at various design-related folk high schools, including the Scandinavian Design College,
Krabbesholm and Folk Art School in Holbæk
2004: studies at the Folk Art School in Holbæk

Selected collaborations
2014 to date: fashion shows during the Copenhagen Fashion Week
Selected grants and honours
2015: Danish Arts Foundation, prize for a show at the Copenhagen Fashion Week
2015: Danish Arts Foundation, working grant
2009: H&M innovation award at the international fashion competition MITTELMODA
Selected exhibitions
2016: FANOUT, Copenhagen Fashion Week
2015: ‘Fur - An Issue of Life and death’, National Museum of Denmark
Website
www.nicholasnybro.dk

Stafa
By Vibeke Fonnesberg Schmidt
Geological formations in the form of hexagonal basalt rocks on the west coast of Scotland provided part of
the inspiration for the shape and colour scheme of these one-off floor lamps. Apart from the geological
inspiration, their expression was also influenced by modernism and, as Vibeke Fonnesberg Schmidt explains,
even the feel of the original Star Wars films. Each of the six components that make up the lamps consists of
two sheets of partially overlapping laser-cut Plexiglas in different colours and translucencies, either opalized
or fully transparent. The hexagonal structures are held together with brass fittings and combined in clusters
of three or more.
Materials
Plexiglas in various degrees of translucence, brass
Dimensions
Stafa tall: 36.2 x 59.3 x 94.6 cm
Stafa wide: 36.2 x 77.1 x 79.2 cm
Vibeke Fonnesberg Schmidt
Danish designer, b. 1967
Vibeke Fonnesberg Schmidt’s creative process is fuelled by inspiration from all aspects of life, from natural
phenomena to cultural creations or manmade objects and structures. The initial spark is often quite intuitive
and could spring from many unexpected sources and lucky encounters – the palette of a film, colour
combinations and clashes in the cityscape, geology, plant life, visual arts etc.
A recurring source of inspiration for Vibeke Fonnesberg Schmidt is geometry and its varying uses in
architecture throughout history. She creates visually striking shapes, and the first step in her creative process
always revolves around geometrical shapes, which she constructs in a systematic form. The next phase
involves breaking up the system and its predictability by various means, for example by shifting or
displacing elements, altering the colours, creating overlaps, incorporating the interplay of light, as in the
Stafa lamps, etc. In an experimental and explorative process, she aims for a sense of harmonious disharmony

– a balanced yet vibrant form or construction. She creates graphic, simple and clear works that are fit to be
seen from any angle, and which invite further examination in form and colour scheme.

CV
1989-1994 The Danish Design School, Department of One-Offs and Ceramics & Glass Line (now Royal
Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Design)
Selected collaborations
Her lamps are represented by Nilufar Gallery and Dimore Gallery, both Milan
Product designs for Normann Copenhagen and Skagerak
Selected grants and honours
2015, 2009, 2005, 1999-2000, 1998, 1997: Danish Arts Foundation
2015, 2006, 1999, 1998, 1997: Danmarks Nationalbank’s Anniversary Foundation of 1968
Selected exhibitions
2015: ‘Life on Mars’, Dimore Gallery
2015: Nilufar Gallery, Fuori Salone, Milan
2009, 2007, 2004, 1999,1997, 1995: Danish Biennale for Craft and Design
Selected collections
Designmuseum Denmark
Kunstmuseet Trapholt
Danish Arts Foundation
Website
www.vibekefonnesbergschmidt.dk

Mindframes
By Øivind Alexander Slaatto
Mindframes is a collection of hourglasses designed to help you keep track of time while staying sane! The
geometry of the design makes the intervals twice as long when the glass is turned upside down, which helps
you structure your day in a way that makes rooms for the crucially important breaks: a 1-minute brainstorm
followed by a 2-minute break; an intense 40-minute working period followed by a 20-minute break; an 8hour workday complemented with 16 hours of free time for sleep and recreation. Slaatto is also considering
adding an hourglass that marks a whole week or even a year.
Øivind Slaatto’s timekeeping device for the modern world is a tribute to gravity, which is at the root of the
natural cycles that have guided our life on this planet since the beginning of time. Gravity determines the rate
at which the earth rotates around the sun as well as its distance to our source of light and warmth, and thus,
gravity defines night and day, winter and summer and the phases of the moon. Our modern lifestyle,
however, has put the natural cycles under pressure, and breaks are often seen as a waste of time. But creative
minds are never idle, and therefore we need breaks to recuperate, process and reflect.
Materials
Acrylic, glass, brass

Øivind Alexander Slaatto
Danish designer, b. 1978
Øivind Slaatto works in a variety of materials, depending on the task at hand. In his design, he always strives
for simple, straightforward yet poetic solutions – often with inspiration from nature. With quality, clarity and
beauty as his primary goals, he never sets out to create something unusual or innovative, and although his
process often results in shapes and solutions that appear innovative and fresh, the underlying structure or
form often derives from natural principles that have been around for millions of years. This includes the use
of light and gravity, one of the most fundamental forces in nature, and the inherent properties of natural
materials.

CV
2002-2007: The Danish Design School (now Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Design)
1999-2002: Royal Danish Academy of Music
Selected collaborations
Bang & Olufsen (Beoplay A9 speaker), Louis Poulsen Lighting (Patera lamp), Le Klint (Swirl lamp) and
2014 EUROVISION Song Contest (Giant Diamonds lamp)
Cofounder of ‘danish design MAKERS’ (DDM)
Selected grants and honours
2016: Danish Agency of Culture (now Danish Agency of Culture and Palaces)
2014: Danmarks Nationalbank’s Anniversary Foundation of 1968
2013: Bo Bedre Design Awards: Design of the Year
Selected exhibitions
2014-2016: ‘Danish Design MAKERS’, IMM Cologne
2014: Stockholm Design Week
2015-2016 ‘simple. die neue einfachheit’, designforum Vorarlberg, Dornbirn and designforum Wien, Austria
Selected collections
Design Museum Denmark
Website
www.slaatto.com

SUB3
The Jaw Nuts Piece
By Henrik Vibskov
SUB3 explores the idea of a physical encapsulation of the human mind. It is designed as a transparent
organic shell that both embraces and reshapes its guest – perhaps even redirecting the mind and taking it to
new places. SUB3 is a host, a physical and mental space that seeks to induce a new and pleasant mental state
in its occupant and the beholder.

The project was inspired by early scientific ideas about the nature and workings of the human mind. In the
theory and practice of phrenology, the shape and proportions of the skull were seen as a map of our inner
mental life, and cranial measurements, known as craniometry, were seen as a way of gaining insight into the
human mind from the outside.
The Jaw Nuts Piece also explores the landscape of our mental universe. In contrast to the calming space of
SUB3, it depicts external pressures in the form of a noisy crowd of blabbering wooden heads. Their broken
language simulates the constant flow of information and misinformation that threatens to drive us nuts.
Materials
Plexiglas, natural rubber, wood, string
Dimensions
SUB3: 60 x 47 x 40 cm
Henrik Vibskov
Danish designer, b. 1972
Henrik Vibskov has his own fashion brand and is included in the prestigious official programme at the
biannual Men’s Fashion Week in Paris. He often collaborates with performing artists from theatre, music or
other art forms and has designed costumes for the Copenhagen-based theatre company Hotel Proforma, Oslo
Opera House and Brussels Opera House. His work often involves the creation of an entire universe in a
variety of media and dimensions: clothes, works of art, installations and sound, each aspect functioning
independently or in close combination with other features. His fashion design has a clear functional focus
and a characteristic expression that typically involves multiple patterns, colours and shapes. His inspiration
comes from many different sources and rarely from one place alone – from a piece of sound art or a film;
from nothing in particular or anything at all…

CV
2014 to date: professor at Design School Kolding
2008 to date: associate professor at Central Saint Martins, London and IED, Madrid, among other institutions
2012: Member of Chambre Syndicale de la Mode Masculine, France
2001: Graduated as menswear designer from Central Saint Martins, London
Selected grants and honours
2012: The Grand Jury Prize Danish Fashion Awards
2012: Three-year working grant from the Danish Arts Foundation
2011: Torsten and Wanja Söderberg Award
Selected exhibitions
2016: Solo-exhibition, Kulturhuset Stadsteatern, Stockholm, Sweden
2015: Retrospective solo exhibition, Daelim Museum, Seoul
2013: Solo exhibition, Designmuseo Helsinki
Website
www.henrikvibskov.com

